
The first sessions of Year 10 face-to-face

support have been delivered in school this

week . Over 100 students have accessed

support in English , maths , MFL and science .

Next week , we will have Year 12 and Year 10 in

school , along with the children of key workers .

 

We have started to focus on arrangements for

September and we are looking forward to

welcoming 185 new students into Year 7 .  It

has been necessary to amend their transition

programme but , as you can see from the

newsletter , there have been plenty of new

activities on offer .

 

Mrs R Johnson

Headteacher

Mr Jackson has delivered a successful transition

programme for a number of years , and he hasn 't let

the current situation prevent him from strengthening

the links with our Year 6 students to help welcome

them into our school .

This year , we have introduced a virtual tour of the

school , along with an associated quiz .  Our friendship

Forum has proved popular with children from across

the primary schools .

Our  'Be Awesome , Go Big '  transition pack was

launched on Monday .  This provides nine sessions for

students to follow at home , whilst recording their

thoughts in a workbook .  All of these resources can be

found on the transition pages on FROG .
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This week 's assemblies have been delivered by Miss

Alford and the Heads of Year .  The theme was equality

and included some powerful and thought-provoking

messages .

 

I N SP IRAT IONAL  WORDS

#PR IDERESPECTK INDNESS

In last week 's newsletter , we told you that Key

Stage 3 students were due to visit the Big Bang Fair

but , as the event had to be cancelled , students

were invited to take part virtually . 

V IRTUAL  B IG  BANG

As we are unable to

host our transition visits

for students and

Information Evening for

Parents/Carers , we have

recorded videos to

allow students to meet

some members of the

Senior Leadership Team ,

curriculum leaders , and

hear some top tips from

a group of Year 7 & 8

students .

Thank you to all of the

staff and students

involved in making

these virtual events

possible .

 

Here is some feedback that Mr

Goodwin received from our

students ;

'I managed to attend the live Forensics session this

afternoon . I really enjoyed learning about how the police

forensics team solve cases . '  Lara Year 7

 

'I participated in the big bang day and really enjoyed it .

I 'm going to do some more tomorrow �Thank you for

telling me about it ! ' Dannie Year 8

 

'I actually really enjoyed learning about the different jobs

linked with STEM . '  Hannah Year 7



You may recall reading about the ventures of Year 10 student Jacob ,

who is cycling to fundraise as part of the ‘SMASHTHETASH :

Cricketers Against Covid ’ challenge . 

Here is his latest update : 

 

Dear all , 

Day 21 and Week 3 of my Tour of Britain in June challenge have

been completed . The weather was quite good this week , I didn 't

have a popped tyre and , after a rest day , I was feeling good .

Monday 's ride was 53 .5km through Baldwins Gate and Swynnerton .

Tuesday 's was 50km and went past Blythe and towards Uttoxeter

until I turned down towards Milwich and then back through Stone .

Wednesday 's was slightly longer and was 63km which saw me go to

Loggerheads and then back through Eccleshall . After my legs

feeling tired and fatigued , I opted to have a rest day on Thursday

which meant I was fresh again . Friday 's ride was 67km but it was

very wet ! Saturdays have always seemed to be gentle and I only

covered 31km . And then today , Sunday , was a 60km ride through

Eccleshall to Cresswell and then back along the A34 . This means

that I have cycled 325km this week and 1021 .8km so far in the three

weeks . This means that I just have 228 .2km to do heading into the

last week !    Jake
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FUNDRA I S ING  CHALLENGE

YEAR  8  EXPLORE  OUR  SCHOOL  VALUES

IN -SCHOOL  PROV I S ION

WORK ING  FROM  HOME

Every week , we celebrate some of the amazing work that students are completing at home through 'In the

Spotlight ' ,  assemblies , and ePlanner comments . Here are a selection of images of work shared on social media last

week .

 

Whilst most of our students have been working

from home , our group of keyworker/vulnerable

children have accessing in-school provision .

The staff working with them are so proud of

what they have achieved during this time .  Mr

Aston has put together a video recognising

their resilience and celebrating their

achievements which will be shown at the end

of term .

Our Year 8 students have produced some fantastic citizenship work

over the last few weeks while they have been exploring the school

values and writing oaths and poems on how we can demonstrate

pride , respect , and kindness at school and in our daily lives .

 

Mrs Willott has shared many of these with Mrs Kadri to see if we

can incorporate the ideas into our Culture & Ethos policy from 

September .  


